Abstract. We introduce a criterion for the completeness of ring approximations of modular cohomology rings of finite non prime power groups, and provide an example for which it performs substantially better than previously established criteria.
D. J. Benson gave an improved test for completion [3] , that relies on the construction of a filter regular homogeneous system of parameters (f. r. hsop, for short) ζ 1 , ..., ζ r ∈ τ n H * (G; F p ) in degrees at least two that gives rise to a hsop of H * (G; F p ). Benson suggests to construct the f. r. hsop using Dickson elements. The resulting degrees of the parameters grow exponentially in p-rk(G). The criterion only applies if n > (|ζ i | − 1).
With D. Green [9] , we modified Benson's criterion, so that it applies for much smaller n. On the one hand, it is based on an improved construction of filter regular hsop, often yielding fairly small degrees. On the other hand, it uses an existence result for filter regular parameters in even smaller degrees over a finite extension field. But still it is needed to explicitly construct a f. r. hsop and compute its filter degree type, which in some cases is very difficult. This holds, e. g., for the mod-2 cohomology of N HS (Z(Syl 2 HS)), where HS is the Higman-Sims group: In this example, the test for filter-regularity took us days.
P. Symonds [10, conluding remark] suggests a different criterion. It relies on constructing a (not necessarily filter regular) hsop ζ 1 , ..., ζ r ∈ τ n H * (G; F p ) that yields a hsop of H * (G; F p ), and then studies τ n H * (G; F p ) as a module over these parameters. While it is not needed to compute the filter degree type, it is still necessary to explicitly construct the parameters. By lack of a different construction, one would probably still start with a f.-r. hsop as in [3] or [9] , and then simplify it. The Symonds criterion applies if n exceeds (|ζ i | − 1) and τ n H * (G; F p ) is generated in degree at most n as a module over the parameters. It seems impossible to improve the criterion by exploiting an existence proof for parameters over finite extension fields as in [9] .
In this paper, we suggest a completeness criterion for H * (G; F p ) in the case that G is a finite group that is not of prime power order. It relies on knowing H * (U; F p ) for a subgroup U < G whose index in G is co-prime to p, and uses an existence result for not necessarily filter regular parameters in low degrees over a finite extension field.
The criterion has two parts. The first part, namely Lemma 2.1, is used to test whether τ n H * (G; F p ) contains all generators of H * (G; F p ), hence, whether α n is surjective. It relies on the assumption that G is not of prime power order and that we know H * (U; F p ). Note that in computations, it is very helpful to know surjectivity of α n . Namely, in order to compute τ n+1 H * (G; F p ), it is needed to compare the degree-(n + 1) part of Im Res G U •α n with the degree-(n + 1) part of τ n H * (G; F p ), on the one hand (this may yield new relations), and with the subspace of stable elements in H (n+1) (U; F p ) in degree n + 1, on the other hand (this may yield new generators). The stable subspace of H (n+1) (U; F p ) can be computed by solving the stability conditions, which are given by a potentially very large system of linear equations in H (n+1) (U; F p ). But once one knows that there are no further generators, this step can be abandoned.
The second part of the criterion, namely Theorem 3.2, would in principle work for prime power groups as well, but it relies on knowing surjectivity of α n . It uses the existence of parameters in small degrees for the cohomology ring of G with coefficients in a finite extension field. It then relates the Poincaré series of τ n H * (G; F p ) with the degrees of these parameters and with the depth of H * (U; F p ) to test whether α n is an isomorphism. Lemma 3.1 provides one way to prove the existence of small parameters.
In Section 4, we show an example in which this criterion applies ten respectively seven degrees earlier than the aforementioned criteria. The example is the mod-2 cohomology of the symmetric group on 9 elements, H * (S 9 ; F 2 ). Benson's original construction [3] yields the degree bound 45. The methods from [9] yield smaller filter regular parameters in degrees 8, 12, 14 and 6. With these, Benson's criterion yields the degree bound 36. The methods from [9] can not improve it further.
Relatively easily one can construct parameters in degrees 4,12,14 and 6, that are not guaranteed to be filter regular though. But they allow to prove completeness in degree 33, using the Symonds criterion [10] .
Here, we show that for some finite extension field K of F p there exist parameters for H * (S 9 ; K) in degrees 4, 6, 7 and 12, which are not filter regular and which do not correspond to parameters of H * (S 9 ; F 2 ). So, they can not be used in Benson's or Symonds' criterion. But by Theorem 3.2, we can use them to prove completeness of the ring structure in degree 26.
Surjectivity of the ring approximation
Proof. It is well known that H * (U; F p ) is finitely generated as a H * (G; F p )-module via restriction. If n is big enough then α n is an isomorphism, and the first statement follows.
We prove the second assertion by contradiction. Let n ≥ gendeg n (G, U), and assume that there is some y ∈ H * (G; F p )\Im(α n ). Since α n is an isomorphism out to degree n, we have |y| > n ≥ gendeg n (G, U). By definition of gendeg n (G, U),
Hence,
Since |x i | ≤ gendeg n (G, U) ≤ n and α n is an isomorphism out to degree n, tr
Completeness of the ring approximation
Let R be a finitely generated graded commutative F p -algebra. If X ⊂ R is a set of homogeneous elements, we denote by X ⊂ R the two sided ideal generated by X. We denote the Poincaré series of R by P (R; t). Denote R L = L ⊗ Fp R for any extension field L of F p , and consider R ⊂ R L by slight abuse of notation.
Let P = {ζ 1 , ..., ζ r } ⊂ R be a hsop. We are interested in making the degrees as small as possible. So, for any i = 1, ..., r, we can assume that R/ P \ {ζ i } has no parameter in degree < |ζ i | -otherwise, we could easily reduce the degrees in P.
Then there exists a finite extension field K of F p so that R K has a hsop formed by X and dim(R) − |X| elements of degree d.
Proof. LetR = R/ X . Since X is subset of a hsop of R, we have dimR = dim R − |X|. From the assumption follows thatR/ R (d) is a finite dimensional
Let L be an infinite field that is an algebraic extension field of
is a finite dimensional L-vectorspace and L is infinite, one version of Noether normalisation allows to conclude the existence of L-linear combinations
Now, let K be the smallest subfield of L containing the coefficients of all the p i , expressed as L-linear combinations of B d . There are only finitely many coefficients, so, K is a finite field extension of F p . Then, X together with the p i yields a hsop of R K .
Assume that there is a finite extension field K of F p such that R K has a hsop p 1 , ..., p r in degrees d 1 , ..., d r , and denote
Assume that α n is surjective, and n ≥ N. Then, α n is an isomorphism, if and only if P (R; t)
. As a rational function,
But Reg (H * (G; F p )) = 0 by [10] , and depth(H * (G;
Since α n is surjective, the parameters p i of R K correspond to parameters of H * (G; K) of the same degrees. Therefore and since P (H * (G; K); t) is equal to P (H * (G; F p ); t), we obtain that
is a rational function of degree at most − depth (H * (U; F p )), it follows that deg(p(t)) ≤ N. This proves the "only if" part of the theorem.
Conversely, let q(t) = P (R; t)
It is easy to see that the degree-
, which in turn is determined by p(t). Hence, if q(t) is a polynomial of degree at most N then q(t) = p(t) and thus P (R; t) = P (H * (G; F p ); t). Since α n is surjective, this implies that α n is an isomorphism.
Example
Let G = S 9 , the symmetric group on 9 elements. Let S < G be a Sylow 2-subgroup, and U = N G (Z(S)). We assume that H * (U; F 2 ) is already computed, so that we can compute τ n H * (G; F 2 ) for any n. A minimal ring presentation of H * (G; 1 Note that the statement originally is for a Sylow p-subgroup, but the proof only requires the index to be coprime to p.
Hence in fact, τ 12 H * (G; F 2 ) is isomorphic to H * (G; F 2 ). More details on the computation are provided in Appendix A. The aim of this example is to illustrate at what point the different criteria prove completeness. Lemma 2.1 allows to prove in degree 8 that there will be no further generators. In fact, the last generator is found in degree 7. So, the bound for the generator degree from Lemma 2.1 is reasonably good.
Using Dickson invariants [3] , one can construct a f. r. hsop ζ 1 , ..., ζ 4 in degrees 8, 12, 14 and 15; the polynomials are rather large and are therefore moved to Appendix A.2.
However, the last parameter can be replaced byζ 4 = b 6 1,0 + b 6,0 , a parameter in degree 6. Since filter regularity is automatic for the last parameter [9] , it follows that ζ 1 , ζ 2 , ζ 3 ,ζ 4 is a f. r. hsop.
Since depth(H * (U; F 2 )) = 3 yields a lower bound for depth(H * (G; F 2 )), Benson's criterion [3] applies in degree 8 + 12 + 14 + 6 − 4 = 36. The modified Benson criterion from [9] does not yield a better result.
Settingζ 1 = b 2 2,0 + c 4,0 , one finds thatζ 1 , ζ 2 , ζ 3 ,ζ 4 is a hsop. In fact, it happens to be filter regular. But this does not follow from its construction, so, it wouldn't be a fair comparison to use it in the Benson test. But Symonds' criterion [10] does not rely on filter regularity. According to the degrees of parameters, the criterion has a chance to apply in degree 4 + 12 + 14 + 6 − 3 = 33. It turns out that τ 33 H * (G; F 2 ) is generated in degree ≤ 32 as a module over these parameters. Hence, the Symonds criterion indeed proves completeness in degree 33.
An exhaustive search reveals that none of the four parameters can be replaced by an element of H * (G; F 2 ) of smaller degree. However, using Lemma 3.1, there is some finite field extension K of F 2 and an elementζ 3 ∈ H * (G; K) of degree 7 such thatζ 1 , ζ 2 ,ζ 3 ,ζ 4 is a hsop of H * (G; K). So, there is a chance to apply the criterion from Theorem 3.2 in degree N = 4 + 12 + 7 + 6 − depth(H * (U; F 2 )) = 26. Let us consider the Poincaré series of The restriction of H * (G; F 2 ) to H * (U; F 2 ) is given on the generators by and to H * (S; F 2 ) is given by 
